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The concepts of a spot functton a d peripheral relation furnish a framework 
to formulate and prove a very general theorem of Krein-Milman type. In turn, 
thts result Implies several new as well as already existing generalizations of the 
Kren-Milman Theorem to an abstract onvexity setup. The notion of a spot 
functton ffers a new approach to axiomattc convextty problems and tt IS studted m 
detatl. ( 19X9 Academic Press. Inc 
I. INTR~OUCTION 
The Krein-Milman Theorem is at present one of the most popular 
theorems inthe theory of topological vector spaces. It is known in many 
versions and has many generalizations in various directions. Originally 
concerned with extremal e ements ofcompact convex sets, itis often 
formulated forsets not necessarily convex. 
The concept ofan extremal element can be expressed in many ways, just 
see the following (X is supposed tobe a subset of a topological vector 
space, .Yis its element): 
(a) .I- is e.utremal in X if there exists noopen interval I such that 
.KEICX 
(b) s is estremal in X if there exist no~3, c E X different from sand 
0~~1 such that .u=t~+(l-t):; 
(c) .Y is extremal in X if there xists no positive integer n,
!’ ,, . . Y,~ E X different from x and reals t,, . . t, >0 such that L,t, = 1 and 
z, t, j’, = x. 
These three concepts, a  well as some others, are used alternatively n the 
literature. Fo  instance, Bourbaki [ 1] uses the definition (a) (in the case of 
convex X) while Dunford and Schwartz [2] use the definition (b) (in the 
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case of not necessarily convex X). The concepts (a), (b), and (c) coincide 
whenever X is convex. Otherwise they may differ; this can be seen at the 
examples ofS- and Y-shaped subsets ofIw’: 
(d) S := ((cos cp, sinq+l)IO G q < 371/2}u{(cos(P,sincp-l)( 
-Rap~~71/2); 
(e) Y:= ((0, -t)(O<rtl}u((--1, t)lO<tgl}u{(t, t)jO<tgl}. 
In the example (d) every element ofS is extremal inthe sense of (a) 
but only elements of the set S’ := ((cos cp, sin cp + 1) 1 0 < cp <rc} u
{ (cos cp, sin cp - 1) 1 - rc dcp $0) are xtremal in the sense of (b) or (c). 
In turn, inexample (e), (0,O) is extremal in the sense of (b) but it is not 
extremal in the sense of(c). 
In the recent decade one can observe a growing popularity of the 
abstract xiomatic treatment of convexity. There is even a book on it in 
Russian, written bySoltan [8]. Three approaches prevail (Xis here aset 
to be equipped with convexity): 
(f) convexity is determined by a family of subsets ofX which are 
called conuex sets (Levi [7], Kay and Womble [6], and others); 
(g) convexity s determined by an operation of hull assigning subsets 
ofX to all (or only finite) subsets ofX (Fuchssteiner [4], also Jamison [S] 
and others); 
(h) convexity is determined by afamily ofreal functions  X (Ky 
Fan [3]). 
The three ways to determine a convexity resemble the situation n 
topology; a topology can be determined, for instance, by a family of(open) 
sets. byKuratowski’s operation of closure orby a family of(continuous) 
functions. 
In the existing literature the approaches (f) and (g) seem to be 
equivalent. O e of the aims of the present paper is to propose, within the 
scheme of approach (g), a larger class of operations, called spot functions 
which generate a convexity. 
Typical examples ofspot functions would be (X denotes a subset ofa 
topological vector space): 
(i) a restriction of theusual operation of convex hull to X, actually 
acting from all subsets ofX to subsets ofX, 
(j) a restriction of theoperation (i) to all finite subsets ofX; 
(k) a restriction of theoperation (i) to all subsets ofX which ave 
only two elements or less; 
(1) a restriction of the usual operation of closed convex hull to X, 
actually acting from all subsets ofX to relatively closed subsets ofX. 
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Generally, a spot function can be seen as a restriction of theoperator of 
hull in a space with convexity, butother examples may be of interest too. 
Different spot functions maylead to the same class ofconvex sets but. as 
we have seen before, they may generate different extremal e ements or, 
more generally, extreme subsets. 
In the paper we also present ananalysis of relations between the con- 
cepts like convex sets, extreme s ts or pseudo-concave functions generated 
by different spot functions. 
Three versions of the Krein-Milman Theorem in an abstract convexity 
setting exist in the literature: they are due to Ky Fan [3], Fuchssteiner 
[4], and Van de Vel [9]. 
In the present paper we construct a very general framework toformulate 
and prove atheorem of Krein-Milman type. Animportant concept here is 
that of a peripheral which tries tounify the concept ofan extreme s t (often 
appearing in the proofs ofKrein-Milman Theorem, see, e.g., Dunford and 
Schwartz [2, pp. 439-440]), that of a support, and others. The crucial 
question is the xistence of a peripheral of  given set disjoint from agiven 
convex set. 
This general theorem is a kind of “raw material” which yields several 
special cases; they are still very general theorems though dealing with more 
specific s tuations. Among them are generalizations of the results of Ky 
Fan, Fuchssteiner, and Van de Vel. 
The present work can be also considered as a logical analysis of the 
KreinMilman Theorem, its proof, and its various implications. 
II. SPOT FUNCTIONS 
We shall now introduce thbasic concept ofa spot function. If @ is such 
a function and A is a set in its domain then @A can be interpreted as an
area bounded by elements ofA. We also introduce a r lated set I,,4 which 
can be interpreted as an“interior” of @A. 
The concept ofpseudo-linear functions is needed only as a background 
for pseudo-concave functions. 
A spot function i  a set X is any function @ whose domain and range 
both are families of subsets ofX. 
Throughout this ection we keep X and @ fixed. 
A set Ac X is said to be 
@-convex if @B E A for every BE Dom @ with BE A; 
@-convexoidal if itis in the range of @. 
If A c X as well as X\ A are both Q-convex then A is a @-ha&pace. 
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If @ satisfies th  condition: 
(1) AG@A fbreoeryAEDom@; 
then every Q-convex set in Dom @ is @-convexoidal. 
The requirement that every @-convexoidal set be Q-convex is, by 
definition, equivalent to 
(2) A G @B implies @A G @B, for every A, BE Dom @. 
In turn, (2) is a consequence OJ for instance, (3)and (4): 
(3) A E B impiies @A c @B, for every A, BE Dom @; 
(4) @A E Dom @ and @@A = @A, for every A E Dom @. 
5. PROPOSITION. (a) An intersection of anyfamily of Q-convex sets is 
again a@-convex set; obviously X is @-convex. 
(b) If every element ofDom @ is a finite s t hen the union of every 
upward irected (byinclusion) family of Q-convex sets is also @-convex. 
For a set AE Dom @ we denote by ZG A the set of all xE @A for which 
there exists noBE Dom @ such that Bc A and x E @B. 
We shall a so consider a condition t  be satisfied by a set AE Dom @: 
(6:A) for every x E @A there exists ME Dom @ with @ # M c A and 
XEI@M, 
as well as its preading to subsets ofA: 
(7:A) (6:B) holds for every B~Dorn @ included in A. 
Notice that a set AE Dom @ satisfies condition (6:A) whenever very 
decreasing sequence of lements of Dom 0 which are subsets ofA, is finite. 
A special case occurs if A is itselffinite. 
A @-extreme ofa set A E X is any set EEA such that for every 
DEDom@ with D&A, I,DnE#@ implies DGE. 
If {x} is a @-extreme ofA then xis called a @-extremal element ofA. 
Zf E is a @-extreme ofa Q-convex set A satisfying (7:A) then A\ E is 
@-convex. 
8. PROPOSITION. (a) ‘Every set is its own @-extreme. 
(b) The empty set is a @-extreme of very set. 
(c) A union of any family of @-extremes ofa set is again its 
@-extreme. 
(d) An intersection of anyfamily of @-extremes of aset is again its 
@-extreme. 
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(e) Ij‘ E is a Q-extreme of A and B G A then En B is a O-extreme 
sf B. 
(f) If E is a G-extreme of F and F is a @-e.utreme of A then E is u 
G-extreme of A. 
(g) If& is a chain of subsets ofX and for every E, FE d with E E F. E 
is II @-extreme of F then n d is a G-extreme qf every element of 8. 
We shall say that areal function f defined over a subset of X is Q-pseudo- 
concace if for every nonempty set A E Dom @ with A E Domf and every 
s~DomfnZ,A, there is inff[A]<f(x) and in the case where f‘[A] 
contains two distinct elements, the inequality s strict. 
Notice that urestriction qf a @-pseudo-concave function isalso @-pseudo- 
concave. 
The concept of @-pseudo-concave functions becomes very natural inthe 
context of @-pseudo-linear functions. 
A real function f defined over a subset of X is said to be @-pseudo-linear 
if for every nonempty A E Dom @ with A G Dom f and every zc EI, A there 
is inff [A] <f(.u)<supf[A] and if one of the previous inequalities is 
strict then so is the other. 
Notice that afunction f is @-pseudo-linear tf andonf~l ifboth fand -,f we 
@-pseudo-concooe. 
9. PROPOSITION. Jf f is Q-pseudo-concave then the set Arg min f is a 
@-extreme ofDomJ: 
Proof: Let AEDom@, @#AcDomf and suppose that 
I, A A Arg min f contains some x. 
The case where f [A] contains two distinct elements is impossible 
because then A contains some y with f (I’) <f (.u); thus .Y $Arg min f; a 
contradiction. 
In the case where f [A] is a singleton, say(t ), we have t <f(x) and 
therefore A c Arg minf: 1 
10. PROPOSITION. Zf is @-pseudo-concaue and aset A E Dom @ satisfies 
(6:A) then inff [A] < inff[@A]. 
Prooj: Take any XE @A and let BE Dom @ be such that B c A and 
x E I, B. By definition we have inff [A] 6 inff [B] d f (x). 1 
III. COMPARING Two SPOT FUNCTIONS 
Throughout his ection we assume that here are two spot functions, @ 
and Y, in a set X. We shall try to compare the previous concepts defined 
once for @ and again for Y. 
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When formulating the results, he author was thinking of Y as having a 
larger domain than 0. The subsequent results are not used in the rest of 
the paper but they provide the reader with (non-trivial) answers to the 
most natural questions concerning the concepts ofa Q-convex set, 
@-extreme and @-pseudo-concave function. 
11. PROPOSITION. Assume that @ = Y IDomG and that for every 
AEDomQandBEDomY, B~Aimplies BEDom@. 
(a) Every Y-convex set is @-convex. 
(b) For euery A E Dom @, I,A = Z,A. 
(c) Every Y-extreme of a set is its @-extreme. 
(d) Every Y-pseudo-concave function is@-pseudo-concave. 
12. PROPOSITION. Assume that for every A E Dom Y and every xE YA 
there xist B and C in Dom @ such that BG A, C E @B v A and x E @C. 
Then every G-convex set is Y-convex. 
ProoJ Let D be @-convex, let A E Dom Y be a subset ofD, and let 
x E YA. We must prove that xED. 
Let B, C E Dom @ be such that BG A, C G @B u A, and x E @C. Since D 
is @-convex, @B c D. Thus also CC D and hence @CC D which means 
thatxED. 1 
13. PROPOSITION. Assume that for every A E Dom Y, x E Z,A and y E A 
there exist B and C in Dom @ such that ~EBEA, CsI,BuA, 
CnI,B#a andxEI@C. 
Then every @-extreme of a Q-convex set is its Y-extreme. 
Proof: Assume that E is a @-extreme ofaQ-convex set D and let A be 
any set in Dom Y with A c D and Z,A n E # 0. We must prove that 
A G E. 
Suppose that A\E# 0, say y E A\E. Let x~l,A n E. By the 
assumption there exist B,CE Dom 0 such that 
~,EBGA, CcI,BuA, Cn I*B#0, and XE I,C. 
Since E is a @-extreme ofD and x E I,C n E, we have C E E. Since 
I,BnC#@, also I,BnE#fa which implies BGE. Thus GEE, a 
contradiction. 1 
14. PROPOSITION. Assume that for every A E Dom Y, x E I,A and y E A 
there xist B,c~Dom@ such that @#BcA; @#CsI,BuA, XEZ,C 
andyECor (ycB while I,BnC#@). 
Then every @-pseudo-concave function isY-pseudo-concave. 
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Proqf: Let f be a @-pseudo-concave function, A EDom Y, A c Dom 1. 
and x E Z,A. We must prove that: 
(a) inff[A] <f(.u); and 
(b) iff[A] contains two distinct elements hen mff[A] <j’(.u). 
Instead of (a) we actually prove more: that for every 1, B and C satisfy- 
ing the conditions listed inthe formulation of the Proposition, there is 
(a.1) inff[A]<inff[C]b,f(s). 
We have inf f [A] d inf I’ [B] d inf ,f [Z,B]. Thus inf f [A] = 
inff[Z,Bu A] and hence inff[A] <inff[C] <f‘(x). 
In order to prove (b) choose any y E A with inf [A] <f’( J,) and let B. (‘ 
be such as in the formulation of the proposition. 
Assume first y E C. From (a.1 ) we have inff[A] 6 inff[C] d f (X ). If 
inf.fiA] < inff’[C] then clearly inf [A] < /“(.u). If inf,f[A] = infj’[C] 
then, by assumption, inff[C] <f(y). Thus f[C] contains two distinct 
elements and hence inff[A] = inf,f[C] <f(.v). 
Assume now that y E B and let z E I,B n C. We have 
inf [A] < inf [B] < f(y). Thus B contains two distinct elements 
and therefore inff[B] <f(z). Thus inff[A] <f(z) and z E C. If 
inff[A] = inff’[C] then f[C] contains two distinct elements and hence 
inff[A] = inff’[C] <f(.u). If inff[A] < inf I‘[C] then (as we have 
inff[ C] <.f(.~) ) inff CA 1 <f(.~). I 
In view of Proposition (10) the condition “Cc I, Bu A” in the for- 
mulation of Proposition (14) can hr relaxed to “CC @B u A” bihenerer. for
erer~~ 0 # DE Dom @ and I E @D there xists EE Dom @ such thut 
@#E&D and.uEI@E. 
The reader will certainly notice that Proposition (1 l.a, d) is a special 
case of Propositions (12) and (14) (with exchanged roles of @ and Y). 
However, we decided to formulate the statements (a) and (d) of 
Proposition (11) separately because of their simplicity andimportance. 
IV. CONVEXITY STRUCTURES 
Most of the concepts to be recalled below are now standard. We
introduce them because their comparison with the notion of a spot function 
allows for a deeper understanding of the latter. Moreover, a few of the 
subsequent results do not require as much as spot functions: convexity 
structures will suffice. 
The qualifier “aligned” isrelated toJamison’s [IS] “alignment.” 
A convexity structure in a set X is a family % of subsets of X, closed 
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under arbitrary intersections and containing X asan element. Elements ofa
convexity s ructure %? are -convex sets; %-convex sets with W-convex com- 
plements are V-ha&spaces. 
A convexity structure 97 isaligned if the union of any upward irected 
(by inclusion) family of @-convex sets is V-convex. Equivalently, Q? is 
aligned tfit is closed under unions of chains. 
Every spot function @ in a set X determines a convexity s ructure %‘(@) 
which consists of all Q-convex sets. Proposition (5.b) actually says that 
%‘( @) is aligned whenever every element of Dom Qi is a finite s t. 
Typically, a convexity structure canbe determined by many different 
spot functions. 
In the case where % is a convexity s ructure in a topological sp ce X, the 
operation of closed convex hull is defined for all sets A E X: 
hull, A:=0 {Cl AcC=CM}. 
The operation hull, can be regarded asa spot function; bviously it 
satisfies conditions (l), (3) and (4). The convexity structure determined 
by hull, consists ofall closed elements of %‘. Thus, a subset of X is 
hull,-convexoidal if andonly tf it is closed and hull,-convex. 
V. PERIPHERALS AND A GENERAL KREIN-MILMAN TYPE THEOREM 
The basic result ofthe paper, Theorem (18), iscontained in this section. 
The definition of inductively A-extremal elements contains elements 
which appear in almost every proof of a Krein-Milman type theorem. 
A version fLemma (17) can be found in Ky Fan’s paper [3, Lemma 1, 
p. 2121. 
A relation of peripheral in aset X is a relation A in the family ofall sub- 
sets of X such that (A, B) E A, read as “A is a A-peripheral of B,” implies 
A c B. 
15. Let A be a relation of peripheral in  set X. An, inductively A-extremal 
element ofa set Fs. X is any x such that here exists a well-ordered (by the 
inclusion 2) family 9 of sets such that: 
(a) F is the first and {x} is the last element of9; 
(b) except for the first, every limit element ofY is an intersection of 
all its predecessors; and 
(c) every non-limit element ofdp is a A-peripheral of its immediate 
predecessor. 
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We shall say that a set A cuts a set B if both B n A and B\ A are non- 
empty. 
From the Kuratowski-Zorn Lemma we immediately infer: 
16. PROPOSITION. Let A be a relation of peripheral in a set X and let 8
be a family of nonemptl? subsets ofX, closed under intersections of chains. Jf
ever)’ non-singleton set in 8 can be cut bJ> its A-peripheral nlhich also belongs 
to 6 then every set in & contains aninductirelJq A-e.utremal element. 
17. LEMMA. Let Y he a spot function i a set X. satisiving condition ( 1 ), 
and let E, G K E X and E, E Dom Y. If there xists a nonempty ,family 6 of’ 
subsets qf‘ X such that: 
(a) for eoery Y-convexoidal setC cutting K there xists E E 8 such 
that EcKand EnC=@; and 
(b ) ever1 element of W intersects E,; 
then KG YE,,. 
Proof: It follows from (1) that every element of (si ntersects YE,,. 
Obviously YE, intersects K. Suppose that YE, does not include K. 
Substituting YE, for C in (a) we obtain an element of d disjoint from YE,,, 
a contradiction. Thus KG YE,. 1 
Notice that the conclusion of Lemma (17), “Kc YE,” can be 
immediately replaced by“YK = YE,,” whenever Y also satisfies (3)and (4); 
I/M’ .same remark also applies tothe conclusion of Theorem (18). 
18. THEOREM. Let Y be a spot function in a set X, satisjying 
condition (1), let A be a relation of peripheral in X and let d he a farrzil~~ of’ 
tzotzenzpt?* sztbsets ofX. Zf 
(a ) 8 is closed under intersections of chains; 
(b) for every EE d and every Y-convexoidal setC cutting E there 
e.uzsts u A-peripheral of E which is disjoint from C and belongs to 8; and 
(c) ever)! non-singleton set EE d can be cut b), a Y-convexoidal set: 
tlzen -for ez‘er?’ KE R such that the set E, of all inductively A-estrenzal 
elements ofK belongs to Dom Y, K is a sztbset oj‘ YE,,. 
Proqf. By (c) and Proposition (16) every element of 8 included inK 
intersects E,.Applying Lemma (17) to the family (5, := { EEG ( Ec Ki 
completes the proof. 1 
Now suppose that we are given a convexity structure % in a topological 
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space X. We shall consider a special case of Theorem (18) with the spot 
function hull, replacing Y. We take & to be one of the following: 
(a) the family ofall nonempty closed subsets ofa fixed compact set 
KcX; 
(b) the family of all nonempty closed %‘-convex subsets ofa fixed 
compact set Kc X. 
In this way we obtain: 
19. COROLLARY. Let % be a convexity structure in atopological space X, 
let A be a relation of peripheral in X, and let Kr X be compact [version: 
and Sf-convex]. If 
(a) for every closed [version: a d%‘-convex] set E c K and every 
closed %-convex set C c X cutting E there exists a nonempty closed [version: 
and V-convex] A-peripheral of E disjoint from C; and 
(b) closed %-convex sets eparate elements ofK; 
then hull, K= hull, (the set of all inductively A-extremal elements ofK). 
If @ is a spot function in any set X then the relation f of “being a 
@-extreme subset” is obviously a relation fperipheral in X. By 
Proposition (8.f, g),the set of all inductively r-extremal e ements ofany set 
A c X coincides with the set of all @-extremal e ements ofA. 
Thus, aspecial case of Corollary (19) obtains when we replace A in the 
formulation of the Corollary by this relation I-.Generally, there is no need 
for @ to determine thstructure %, but in the statement below e only deal 
with this pecial case: 
19.1. COROLLARY. Let @ be a spot function i a topological space X and 
let Kc X be compact [version: a d @-convex]. rf
(a) for every closed [version: a d@-convex] set E E K and every 
closed Q-convex set Cc X cutting E there xists a nonempty closed [ver- 
sion: and @-convex] @-extreme subset of E, disjoint from C; and 
(b) closed Q-convex sets eparate elements ofK; 
then hull,(,, K= hull,,,, (the set of all @-extreme elements ofK). 
VI. AROUND THE ASSUMPTION ON PERIPHERALS 
SEPARATED FROM CONVEX SETS 
The hypothesis (a)of Corollary (19) has rather technical haracter and
therefore it isvery important to indicate th most relevant i stances of its 
occurrence. 
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We specify two sets of assumptions. Two Lemmas, (20) and (21), have 
similar construction andso are their proofs. However, since the lemmas 
play the crucial role in the whole paper, we give both proofs with details. 
20. LEMMA. Let A he a relation of peripheral in atopological space X. let 
E E X he compact and let J and 9 be families qf’subsets qf’X. Ij 
(a ) !g is closed under unions of chains; 
(b ) there .uists a connected set X,, G X such that E c X,, and all sets 
G n X,, G E 9. are relatively open in X0; 
(c) for ever)! GE 9 cutting E and such that E E c, E’, G is u 
A-peripheral of E;
(d ) the closures qf elements of‘ 3 are in .S; 
(e) ,for ever?’ FE J cutting E there xxsts GE 3 including F and 
cutting E;[version: and
(f) the complements of elements of $3 are in .F:] 
then fiw ever) C E 9 cutting E there xists a nonemptls closed A-peripheral 
of‘E. dlsloint.fkom C [version: a dbeing an intersection of an element of f 
with E]. 
Proof: Choose CE S cutting E. Let FJO denote the family of all GE 9 
including C and cutting E; by (e), 9, is nonempty. By (a), (b), and the 
compactness ofE, g0 is closed under unions of chains and therefore y, 
contains a maximal element S. 
Suppose that s does not include E. By (d), SE .F and by (e) there xists 
TE Y including s and cutting E.By maximality ofS, SE SC TE S. By (b) 
there xists a connected set X0 including E and such that Sn X,, is 
relatively open in X0. Since S= s, S n X0 is also relatively closed in X0, a 
contradiction. 
Thus EE 3 and by (c), E\S is the required A-peripheral of E. 
If also (f) holds, X\ SE J; just see that E\. S= (Xi, S) n E. i 
2 1. LEMMA. Let A be a relation of peripheral in atopological space X, let 
E 5 X he compact and let 9 and 59 be families oj’suhsets of X. If 
(a ) 9 is closed under unions of chains; 
(b ) -for every G E 9, G n E is relatively open in E; 
(c) .fbr every GE 9 cutting E and such that E c G, E\G is a 
A-peripheral of E;
(d ) the closures of elements of‘ 9 are in 9: 
(e) for every FE 9 and every distinct x, yE E’, F there xists GE 9 
such that Fc G and G cuts (x, yi ; 
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(f) for every FEN;, @#AGF and every xeE\F, {x) is a 
A-peripheral of A u {x}; 
then for every C E 9 cutting E there xists a nonempty closed A-peripheral 
of E, disjoint from C. 
Proof Choose CE 5 cutting E. If E\ C is asingleton hen, by (f), itis a
closed A-peripheral of E. If E\C is not a singleton hen, by (e), there exists 
G E Y including C and cutting E,thus the family ‘Z& of all GE 3 satisfying 
this condition s nonempty. By(a), (b), and compactness of E, gO is closed 
under unions of chains and therefore g0 contains a maximal element S.
In the case where SZ E, E\S is, by (c), the required A-peripheral of E. 
Now suppose that S does not include E.The case where E\S contains 
two distinct elements, sayx and y, is excluded because then there would 
exist, by (e), some TE ?& such that, for instance, Tz Su {y} while x 4 T, 
which contradicts maximality of S. Thus E\S is a singleton; by (f) it is a 
A-peripheral of E, clearly disjoint from C. 1 
VII. SPECIAL CASE: KY FAN’S THEOREM 
The original p per of Ky Fan [3] has been written i a language v ry 
different from ours (Russian reader, see Soltan’s book {S, pp. 46501). 
Theorem (23) is actually a result ofits translation fr mthe language ofKy 
Fan’s “Q-convexity” to the language ofspot functions. 
22. PROPOSITION. Let @ be a spot function i a topological space X, let 
E c X be compact, and let C c X not include E.The following conditions are
eguivalen t : 
(a) there xists a lower semi-continuous @-p eudo-concave function f 
on E such that min f [E] <f(y) holds for every E C; 
(b) there xists a nonempty closed @-extreme ofE, disjoint from C. 
Proof. Since E is compact and nonempty while f is lower semi- 
continuous, theset Arg minf is also compact and nonempty. By 
Proposition (9) it is a @-extreme ofE which proves the implication 
(a) - @I. 
In order to derive (a) from (b) denote by E, a nonempty closed 
@-extreme ofE disjoint from C and define f(x) := 0 for XE E, and 
f(x) := 1 for XEE\E,,. 1 
Modifying, by means of Proposition (22), the hypothesis (a)of Corollary 
(19.1), we obtain a rephrasement a dindirect generalization of the 
Theorem of Ky Fan: 
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23. THEOREM. Let @ he u spot fzrnction n a topological space X and let 
KG X be compact. If 
(a ) .for every closed and Q-convex set C c X and s E K\ C there xsts 
a lower semi-continuous @-pseudo-concave fknction f on K such that 
f’(.u) < min /‘[Cl; and 
(b) closed @-c0nve.y sets eparate elements qfK; 
then hull,,, ,@  K =hull6 ,@, (the set of all @-extreme elements ofK). 
VIII. THREE IMPORTANT SPECIAL CASES 
INCLUDING FUCHSSTEINER'S THEOREM 
In this section we collect thefruits of our previous hard work. Applying 
Lemmas (20) (20. version), and(21) to Corollary ( 19.1) we obtain three 
theorems which are, unlike Theorem (IS), immediately seen to be 
generalizations of the u ual Krein-Milman Theorem, asthey only use sim- 
ple topological or set-theoretic assumptions; several separation properties 
are among them. 
The principal assumption of Fuchssteiner’s wo k [4] is that, in our 
terms, every open convex set is a Fuchssteiner set.Theorem (24) is a direct 
generalization of Fuchssteiner’s Theorem. 
The reader who doesn’t like the assumption of connectedness of X or the 
assumption that every open convex set be a Fuchssteiner set may be more 
satisfied w thTheorem (25). Inturn, this theorem contains a new type of 
assumption, (25.e), which concerns sets called “firm” and which are closed 
convex hulls of compact sets. Thus the firm sets correspond to closed con- 
vex and pre-compact se s in locally convex topological vector spaces 
(which satisfy theassumption (25.e)). 
Finally, Theorem (26) deals only with acompact convex set K (not just 
compact as before). It does not contain a y (25.e) type separation axiom. 
Some axioms, (26.c, d), are weaker than before (only open halfspaces 
and not all open convex sets atisfy certain conditions) while some are 
stronger (some open halfspaces r  required to exist, previously open convex 
sets would suffice). And last, all compact convex sets are assumed to be 
connected. 
Let @ be a spot function in atopological sp ce X. A Fuchssteiner set is 
any set Ac X such that A\ A is a @-extreme ofA. 
For CE X, a -firm set generated inC is any set A c_ X such that 
A = hull, ,a) K for some compact set K E C. 
A firm set generated in X is just afirm set. 
409,138i2-2 
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24. THEOREM. Let @ be a spot function i a topological space X and let 
KC X he compact. If
(a) every set in Dom @ is finite; 
(b) X is connected; 
(c) every open Q-convex set intersecting K is a Fuchssteiner set; 
(d ) the closures of all open Q-convex sets intersecting K are @-convex; 
(e) for every closed Q-convex set intersecting K and every xE K\ F 
there xists anopen Q-convex set G such that Fc G and x # G; and 
(f) closed @-c0nve.u sets eparate elements ofK; 
then hull,&,., K= ht.&(,, (the set of all @-extreme elements ofK). 
Proof We shall reduce the Theorem to Corollary (19.1). In order to 
verify condition (19.1.a) we shall use Lemma (20). Sochoose any closed set 
E c K. Let X and 3, respectively, d note the families of all closed @-con- 
vex and open Q-convex sets intersecting K a dlet d be the relation of 
“being a @-extreme.” 
The condition (20.a) follows easily from (a); (20.b)-immediately from 
(b); (20.~) isaconsequence of (c) and Proposition (8.e); (20.d) isjust (d); 
(20.b) follows from (d). 
As E was chosen arbitrarily, the conclusion of Lemma (20) says precisely 
what the hypothesis (19.1.a) requires; the hypothesis (19.1.b) is just (f). 1
25. THEOREM. Let @ be a spot function i a topological space X and let 
Kc X he compact. If
(a) every set in Dom @ is finite; 
(b) for every xeK, {.u)~Dom@ andxE@{x}; 
(c) every open Q-convex set intersecting K is aFuchssteiner set; 
(d) the closures qf open D-convex sets intersecting K are @-convex; 
(e) for every firm set F generated inK and every distinct x, yE K\ F 
there sists anopen Q-convex set G such that FE G and G cuts (x, y}; and 
(f) closed Q-convex sets eparate elements ofK; 
then hull,,., K= hull,o, (the set of all @-extreme elements ofK). 
Proof: Also here we shall reduce the Theorem to Corollary (19.1) but 
this time, in order to verify condition ( 19.1.a) we use Lemma (21). So 
choose any closed set E E K. We let 
9 := (Fn E 1 FE Xis closed and @-convex}, 
$::=GnE( GGXisopenandQ-convex} 
and let d be the relation of “being a @-extreme.” 
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The condition (21.a) follows from (a); (2l.b)-from thedefinition of Y;
(21.~) isaconsequence of (c) and Proposition (8.e); (21.d) isjust (d) while 
(21.f) can be easily derived from (b). For proving (21.e) take any set FE .P 
and distinct X, y E E\ F. Since hull,,,, F is a firm set generated in E. we 
have by (e) an open @-convex set G cutting (.Y, ~1) and such that 
hull x ,Qp) FL G. Clearly Gn E also cuts (9, y; and we have 
F = hull ,6,e, Fn Er G n E which proves (21.e). 
Lemma (21 )implies now the condition (19.1.a); ( 19.1.b) is just (f). 1
Notice that he condition (25.e) isa consequence of; for instance, the
following: 
(35.e.l ) for every firm set F generated in K and ever)’ distinct 
x, J’ EK‘, F there is either .Y$ hulL6 ,@,(F u ( y ) ) or ~3 $hull., ,@ ( Fu i .Y )); and 
(25.e.2) fbr every firm set F generated inK and ever)’ .YEK’,,, F there 
exists anopen Q-convex set G such that Fc G und .Y tf G. 
26. THEOREM. Let CD he a spot jimction i a topological space X and let 
K & X he compact and Q-convex. If
(a) erery set in Dom @ is finite; 
(b) every compact Q-convex subset of K is connected; 
(c) erery open @-halfspace intersecting K isa Fuchssteiner set; 
(d) the closures ofopen @-havspaces intersecting K are @-con1ye.u; 
(e ) for every closed @-convex set Fc K and every .Y EK ‘,, F there e.urst.s 
an open @-halfspace G such that Fc G and .Y $G; and 
(f) closed Q-convex sets eparate elements oj‘ K; 
then hulL6 IO’) K =hull, (@, (the set of all @-extreme elements ofK). 
Proof: This time we reduce the Theorem to Corollary ( 19.1. version ). 
For verifying thecondition (19.1.a. version), we shall use Lemma (20. ver- 
sion). Sochoose any closed Q-convex set E c_ X. Let 
,3:= :FnEI FcXisclosedandQ-convex), 
ie:={OnEIOcXisanopen@-halfspace) 
and let A be the relation of “being a Q-extreme.” 
The condition (20.a) follows from (a); by (b), E is connected which 
implies (20.b); (20.~) follows from (c) and Proposition (8.e); (20.d) isjust 
(d); (20.e) follows from (e) while (20.f) is an immediate consequence of the 
definitions of 9 and 9. 
The conclusion of Lemma (20. version) yields, forany closed Q-convex 
set C cutting E, the xistence of a nonempty closed @-extreme subset ofE, 
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disjoint from C and being an intersection of a closed Q-convex set with E, 
thus being O-convex itself which just gives the condition (19.1 aversion); 
condition (19.1.b) follows from (f). 1
Theorems (24), (25), and (26) become more consistent though less 
general ifone removes, inthe conditions (24.c d, e, f), (25.c d, e, f), and 
(26.b, c, d, e, f) the phrases “intersecting K” and “generated in K” and 
replaces “K”by “X” everywhere lse in these conditions. The same applies 
to the conditions (25.e.1, 2) aswell (and also to the assumptions (a,b, c, d) 
of Theorem (28) in the next section). 
IX. A SPECIAL CASE: VAN DE VEL’S THEOREM 
In this case we derive the Theorem directly from Theorem (18) and not, 
as before, from Corollary (19.1). This is so because the result inquestion 
does not concern the @-extremes butanother concept ofperipheral, much
closer toideas of supportig. Theorem (27) is a direct generalization of Van 
de Vel’s Theorem [9, 4.8, p. 371. What Van de Vel called a “pseudo-boun- 
dary” of a set would be, in our terms, the union of all a(x)-peripherals of 
this set. Inturn, Van de Vel’s “Krein-Milman points” received in our paper 
his own name. 
Every family J?of subsets ofatopological sp ce X induces a relation of 
peripheral in K: a set A E X is a a(Z)-peripheral of  set BG X if 
A=BnHfor some HE.% and Jnt,A=@. 
If also 5 is a family ofsubsets ofX then an element x of a set KE X is 
its Van de Vel(9, %)-extremal element ifor every non-singleton set FcX 
with xE FE %, x belongs tosome @x)-peripheral of F.
27. PROPOSITION. Let 9 and Z? be families of ubsets of a topological 
space X. If 
(a) for every FE 9 and every HE Z cutting F, Fn Int H = rz/ implies 
Int,(Fn H) = 121; 
then every inductively a(Z)-extremal element ofany set KG X is a Van de 
Vel (9, S)-extremal element ofK. 
Proof: Suppose that .x is an inductively a(x)-extremal element ofa set 
Kc X and let FG K be any non-singleton set with xE FE 9. We must 
prove that xis in a d(Z)-peripheral of F. 
Let Y be a well-ordered family ofsets atisfying co ditions (15.a, b, c) 
with A replaced by a(%‘). There xist two consecutive elements ofY, A 
and B, A 3 B such that A2 F while F\ B # 0. Since B is aa(#)-peripheral 
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of A, Int dB = @ and there exists HE #’ such that B= A n H. Clearly also 
F‘,,. H # 0. Since s E F n H, H cuts F. Since 
by (a), Fn Int H = 0 implies Int,(Fn H) = 0. Thus Fn H is a ?( W )- 
peripheral of F containing .Y.a
In the case where % is a fixed convexity s ructure in a topological sp ce 
X, we shall refer toVan de Vel (9, X)-extremal elements determined with 
respect to he family 9 of all closed %,-convex s ts in X and the family .X
of all closed %‘-halfspaces in X a to bhn de b’el extremal e ements. 
28. THEOREM. Let $5 be an aligned contlesit~, s ructure in u connected 
topologicul space X and let Kt X be compact und %-conw~. If 
(a) jbr every open @-halfspace 0 und eoer,v closed %-convex set F 
intersecting K, Cr 0 and Cn 0 # (J implies Int,.(C’\,O) = 0; 
(b) the closures of open %-haljkpuces intersecting K are %-conre.~; 
(c ) fhr every closed %‘-conve.u setC intersecting K and euery .Y EK / C’ 
there sists anopen %-hulfspace 0 such that CC_ 0 und .Y $0; and 
(d ) closed %-convex sets eparate elements ofK; 
then hull, K= hull, (the set of all Van de Vel extremal elements ofK). 
Proof: We shall reduce the Theorem to Corollary (19. version) applied 
to the relation of peripheral I?(#~) defined for the family x of all closed 
%-halfspaces in X. In order to verify the hypothesis (19.a. version) we shall 
apply Lemma (20). Sochoose any closed %-convex set Ec_ K. Let 3 be the 
family ofall closed %-convex subsets ofX intersecting K a dlet Y be the 
family ofall open %‘-halfspaces int rsecting K. Theconditions (20.a, b, d, e) 
are obviously satisfied. In order to verify (20.~) let 0E ~3 cut E and let 
EE 0. By (a) we have Int.(E\O) = $3 which means that he closed 
%‘-halfspace H := X\ 0 satisfies th  condition Int,( E n H) = 0; thus En H 
is a ?(-x)-peripheral of E; c early En H = E“,, 0 # $3 which proves (20.~). 
Thus. by Lemma (20). for every closed K-convex set C cutting E there 
exists a nonempty closed S(X)-peripheral of E, disjoint from C which com- 
pletes the proof of the hypothesis (19.a. version). Since (19.b) isjust (d), 
Corollary ( 19)implies that hull, K = hull6 (the set of all inductively ii( .#-)- 
extremal e ements ofK). The proof is complete with the observation that 
(a) obviously implies (27.a). 1 
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